
GROUP 2



Our theme: 
Green Space
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/
uk-scotland-38522414



How we chose the Necropolis



Pattern



Pattern
PROVOCATION

The art of observation 
depends on developing the 
capacity for 
pattern-recognition, which in 
turn relies on a broad pool 
of networked knowledge 
that allows you to spot the 
piece that doesn't fit in.

OBSERVATIONS

● The patterns
● Vandalism
● Rot
● Loud





Mindfulness



My experience

Why did I choose mindfulness?

What was my approach to observing?



Mindfulness
PROVOCATION

To be creative, you need to 
have, or be trained in, the 
ability to carefully observe, 

notice or attend to 
phenomena that pass your 

mind’s eye.

MY OWN OBSERVATIONS

being mindful is being aware
aware of death
aware of water coming from the 
sky 
aware of our feelings 
Analysing and being able to 
recognise emotions 





Health VS disease
Does it really matter if we 
look after ourselves during 
life if we all end up dead?

Should we just enjoy life 
without restrictions?



Does nature leave an impact on us?



Cycles...



Gestalt



Gestalt

Provocation

“The Whole is other than the sum of 
the parts”-Kurt Koffka



Vision Relationship On Gestalt

Harmony



Vision Relationship On Gestalt

Change

Harmony



Vision Relationship On Gestalt

Conflict



Vision Relationship On Gestalt

Confusion



Vision Process On Gestalt



Interaction
& 

Types



What is 
Interaction?

Noun
An occasion when two or more 
people or things communicate 
with or react to each other

http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/interaction



Observations

I’m quite detached 
with the concept 
of death as I’ve 
never experienced 
any grievance.



Observations

Nature VS Man

This plant was 
growing on top of 
a gravestone.



Observations

I was interested 
in vines wrapping 
themselves around 
the gravestones.



Ty pes

a) Spontaneous or passive 
observations which are 

unexpected

b) induced or active 
observations which are 
deliberately sought, 
usually on account of an 
hypothesis



My observations the second time around



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoNoYw_4nIM


Interpretation





https://youtu.be/IOQoUc5-y9g

https://youtu.be/IOQoUc5-y9g
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IOQoUc5-y9g


Openness



My interpretation of openness

Take everything as is and don’t place 
value to anything. Everything has 

potential to inspire.

Why i chose this provocation? 

To challenge myself



Between spaces
life

death



Green spaces green filter













Green spaces green reflectionreflection









Discussion on death

Trying to keep an open mind, I was trying to find meaning or 
purpose behind graveyards. As a group we ended up having a 
conversation on turning it into a more positive and useful 
space by exchanging gravestones for trees.



Similarities
What we observed the same

Weather - Rain, Cold

Graves

Greenery - Trees, Grass

Sound of Traffic



Differences
What we observed differently

Smell of apples

Vandalism

Personal Feelings



THE END
Any Questions?


